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Eighteen months ago the film industry was fuelled
with speculation that First Look Studios, the rapidly
evolving domestic distribution company which had
acquired several companies in quick succession and
expanded exponentially, was to acquire Nu Image,
the prolific independent production and distribution
company run by the entrepreneurial triumvirate of
Avi Lerner, In an exclusive interview Trevor Short,
Chief Executive Officer of First Look Studios, talked
to Elspeth Tavares.

Building & Expanding
Brand Accessability
In 2002 Fantastic Films International entered into
the international distribution business. The company
set itself up on the basic principles of good business,
with a mandate to give fair reporting to producers,
and branding the company in the rooted knowledge
that cementing relationships with the buyers was the
main ingredient of success. The Business of Film
talked to Roxane Barbat, President, and Fred
deWysocki, Partner, in Fantastic Films International.

Applying Reverse Tactics 
The Benefits of Filming In America
In his annual article for The Business of Film during the
Cannes Film Festival Greg.S. Bernstein looks at
upcoming pending SAG strike the reasons why it may not
happen and why savvy prodcuers worldwide should take
another look at the benefits of filming in America.  it will
revolutionize the way the industry functions.

Attempting To Craft A New 
Method Of Producing The
Challenge of Hollywood 
Independent film sales companies worldwide operate
different business models, regarding how to maximize
the revenue streams for the potential of the product for
the buyers. In the case of New Film International, this
means the gamut of producing, and aggressively
acquiring and distributing product worldwide. Nesim
Hason talked to The Business of Film about his
strategy to satisfy the buyers’ need for product and his
frustration with the Hollywood system that makes it
difficult to make films for the marketplace. 
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COMMENT
Bravo Art Creativity & Conscience
Bravo to the Festival organizers! The decision to screen the films

that were not screened in 1968, due to the political student
protest and the protest by two up-and-coming brilliant new

directors – François Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard that stopped the
film festival is to be applauded and commended.The decision to screen the films that were never shown and that

by their non-showing made history is exciting and wonderful.
With the Festival’s decision lingering in mind, one can’t help

but wonder, about the raison d’etre behind that bold thinking. Could it
be a quiet protest of some kind? As we look back on 1968 are there
similar parallels in 2008? 
An extract from Dermot Sreenan’s summary of the events in Paris 1968
informs us: “These days you are more likely to hear the word
'revolution' on the soundtrack of a film or on the latest pop release than
you are to hear someone talking about bringing one about. It is partly
for this reason that people think of revolutions as buried deep in
history. Yet, in 1968 France was on the verge of a total revolt with 12
million workers on strike, 122 factories occupied, and students fighting
against the old moribund system in which they found themselves. In the
late sixties in France, real wages were on the rise, but large sections of
the working class were still suffering from low pay. This was despite
foreign trade having tripled. 25% of all workers were receiving less
than 500 francs (£46) per month. Some unskilled workers were only
getting 400 francs per month. Unemployment was at half a million, in
a period that was considered a post-war boom. Trade union membership
had dropped to around 3 million, as opposed to 7 million in 1945. Not
many victories had been won in the preceding years. Michelin boasted
that they had only talked to trade unions three times in thirty years. So
how did everything change so quickly in the France of 1968?
Nanterre was a university outside Paris. It was a new souless campus
built to cater for the increased influx of students. The place was unlike
the throbbing cultural livewire of the famous Latin Quarter (Left
Bank). On March 22nd 1968, eight students broke into the Dean's
office as a way to protest the recent arrest of six members of the
National Vietnam Committee. Among these was a sociology student
called Danny Cohn-Bendit. He had been part of a group who organized
a strike of 10,000 to 12,000 students in November of 1967 as a protest
against overcrowding.” 
During the period between March and June when the revolt by students
and workers was squashed a number of social initiatives were
formulated: A Forty-hour Week, Lower Retirement Age, Abrogation of
the anti-strike laws of 1963, Minimum wage of 1000 francs a week, and
Repeal of the government's involvement in the television station
(ORTF). On the cinematic side, the events prompted planting the seed
that was to become the Directors’ Fortnight. The 21st Festival de Cannes opened On May 10th 1968, and with

the universities closed, as part of the countrywide protest
students invaded the Festival on May 13th. Meetings were

organized countering the decision by Andre Malraux (France’s first
Cultural Minister) to expel Henri Langlois from his position as
Director of the Cinémathèque. On May 18th, just before the screening
of Peppermint Frappé by Carlos Saura, a number of New Wave
filmmakers, lead by François Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard,
suspended themselves from the cinema curtain in a show of solidarity
for the social movements across the country. The Festival was brought
to a halt, and The Jury, presided over by André Chamson, were unable
to complete their task of naming winers of the Cannes Film Festival
in 1968. 
Does the above sound at all similar to the global situation of today? 40
years later the developed world has raging unemployment, the major
currencies are in a pendulum swing that could not have been imagined,
established companies are bankrupt. The social scenario of 1968 is
somewhat mirrored in our global society today. But there is one huge

difference. In 1968 one man, student Danny Cohn-Bendit who started
the revolt, dared and had the courage of his convictions to stand up and
be counted for something that was unjust. Two other men, Godard and
Truffaut, at the moment of their opportunity to gain possible
recognition for their creative work in an environment far removed from
student digs, had the courage, to make their voices heard as well, which
effectively shut down the Festival. What verve! What drama! What je
ne sais quoi! What a singularly elegant expression of individuality that
spoke of the collective, not the reward of the individual! At that pivotal
moment in their lives they could have chosen to not be so
demonstrative, but it speaks in part to the terrific films they created
that they did.In 2008, where is that one person with enough courage to be so

demonstrative at such a moment? Someone brave enough to possess
the power of personal conviction? Today complacency permeates

all levels of our society. Truth be told, in this technocratic world we
now inhabit that type of revolt could never take hold. These days it is
even forbidden for more than 2 people to stand chatting in the back of
the plane. Our freedom has eroded to such an extent, it would be
impossible for a similar protest at the Cannes Film Festival, or
anywhere else, to occur, despite the fact that we live in a world about
which there is much to protest. It’s ‘nice’ that the Pope is speaking of
forgiveness, but the truth is that the abuse by priests of the Catholic
Church and other Faiths has been going on for centuries. My personal
protest is that having taken a ‘vow of poverty’ the Pope should not wear
custom made $468 per pair shoes, and heavy gold chains, but rather on
an ongoing basis disperse the wealth of the Vatican to the millions of
poverty stricken folk who, in blind faith, give their last Dollar, Peso,
Boliviano, Colon, or Guarani to fatten Church coffers in the name of
‘personal sacrifice’.Whether or not the Festival organizers had such deep thoughts

about why they decided to screen the ‘1968’ films, their
decision to do so marks a pivotal moment that speaks

volumes because in itself it is a ‘quiet protest’ that forty years later, as
part of the Cannes Classics line-up, Cannes will revisit this chapter by
projecting a selection of films that were never screened. Peppermint
Frappé, with Carlos Saura in attendance, will open the tribute, followed
by 24 Hours of a Woman's Life by Dominique Delouche, The Long
Day’s Dying by Peter Collinson, Je t’aime, je t’aime by Alain Resnais,
Anna Karenina by Alexandre Zarkhi, as well as 13 Days in France by
Claude Lelouch. This remarkable retrospective will give cinemagoers,
some not yet conceived at that historic moment, an opportunity to
witness that ‘moment in history’. Perhaps some will reflect, be in
wonderment and awe, that two consummate artists would demonstrate
such a responsibility to the collective by denying their personal
aggrandizement. Perhaps the more enlightened will wonder: How did
all our fervor for liberty, fraternity and equality disappear? At the time of the 1968 protest, Paris was plastered with posters

proclaiming: Everything is Possible, It is Forbidden to Forbid,
Commodities are the Opium of the People, and Government of

the People. The Sorbonne was closed for only the second time in its
700-year history. Are these heady memories of a time gone by? Or is
this a reminder that we too, like Gandhi, can choose the power of
peaceful objective conscious protest? Am I suggesting a revolt? Not at
all. But I am suggesting that if we all as individuals don’t start some
sort of ‘protest’–whether it is shopping with a biodegradable bag,
condemning racial genocide, demanding cessation of nuclear arms
manufacture, exposing corporate greed, or insisting that politicians
perform as they promise – forty years from now, perhaps one of today’s
landmark films will not survive to become a classic to be enjoyed by
future generations.
Extract from Paris 68 25 Years Ago when France Rebelled credited to
Dermot Sreenan http://flag.blackened.net/revolt/ws93/paris39.html
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Filmon.com, the new full-scale
media download portal launched in
2007 and headed by CEO Alki
David, signed a content distribution
deal with Granada Productions
during the recent MIPTV in April.
The deal follows a slew of
Filmon.com content partnership
alliances for online distribution of
feature film and television

programming with companies
including CBC, Playboy, Screen
Media, Revelation Films, Tomwill
and Cinetel Films, and others.
Commenting on the deal, Alki
David said, “We are thrilled to have
closed this deal at MIPTV as the
Granada library is a very valuable
asset for Filmon.com. The growth
of Filmon.com is fueled by the
popular content made available to
users around the world. The
programming that Granada offers is
well known world-wide and will
have a long life on the Filmon
Network.” Director of
Programming Gary Shoefield
added, “We are hoping to close
several more deals with more
content providers here during the

Cannes Film Festival.”Over the last
year Filmon.com has signed over 65
content partners, enabling 38,000
titles to be available for download.
One of the busiest portals in the UK,
over 200,000 unique visitors are
flocking to the site daily,
superseding sites such as
LoveFilm.com and MSN.co.uk in
traffic volume. In signing the deal
with Granada, the Filmon portal
gains a variety of branded television
including many of Britain’s most
watched programs. Coronation
Street, Emmerdale, Heartbeat,
Agatha Christie's Miss Marple and
Poirot, Brainiac: Science Abuse,
University Challenge, I'm a
Celebrity...Get Me out of Here!,
Parkinson, Ant & Dec's Saturday

Night Takeaway, Tonight, The
Jeremy Kyle Show, and This
Morning are all produced by
Granada Productions. The Filmon
network boasts a sophisticated and
comprehensive content management
and distribution system and is the
very first online and offline service
presenting studios, film and
television sales organizations,
distributors, producers and content
owners with a universal platform that
allows them to easily supply and
manage their content online for
download to any customer platform
worldwide (i.e. PC, iPod, television
set top box, etc.). Filmon offers
feature films, television programming
and other entertainment content for
viewing on all platforms worldwide. 

Moonstone Entertainment headed by
Ernst ‘Etchie” Stroh launches
Prestige Films, a new company, at
Cannes. Over the last sixteen years,
Stroh has built Moonstone into one
of the most dependable independent
companies in the film business.
Maintaining a pulse on the
marketplace and gearing a company
into the right direction at the right
time is not easy, but with savvy
experience and a passion for a good
script, Stroh has developed the entity
to the position where, while still
staying lean, he can now expand into
different directions as the market
demands. Since completing Chen
Kaige The Promise, the biggest
Chinese English language film at that
time, Stroh has found that
distributing and selling his own
productions and those of third
parties, and enjoying great
relationships with directors, and
seeking good scripts demands a great
deal of time and resources when
those powerhouses are mingled.
Stroh said: “This next step is yet
another logical step in the evolution
of not just my company but the
business at large. In starting this new
company, I am trying to make my life
simpler but not necessarily easier. I
met Jay and liked him, and we found
we had something in common: he
needed a distribution outlet for his

many ideas for financing and
producing projects both for film and
television, and I wanted to centralize
my distribution and separate the
various kinds of films that I make. So
we partnered on Prestige Films, a
joint venture that will focus on
distribution of feature films as well as
offer a combined catalogue of over
50 films from our respective features
libraries.” Stroh continued, “I think,
particularly this year, that Cannes is a
perfect opportunity to come to the
marketplace for a new company that
focuses on distribution and is able to
give third parties a home. We are
joining with Ron Gell, who just
opened his own company G
Machine. At Moonstone we have the
facility, the know-how, and the
support to enable this operation.
Looking at the current landscape for
productions I think there are a lot of

opportunities. Jay and I want to do
some productions together. He has
TV projects he wants to make, and I
can differentiate with films I do at
different levels and have some of
them distributed through Prestige. I
can then focus on Moonstone with
my other creative life, and make
movies that are not necessarily bigger
but need more attention and care.” 
Firestone and Stroh will produce
films for Prestige to distribute, with
the following initial two films slated
to go into production in fall of 2008.
Rock ’n Roll Nanny, written and to
be directed by Dana Lustig (Wedding
Bell Blues, Kill Me Later) is the story
of Blade Thorn, a washed-up rocker
who ironically ends up as the nanny
in the house of his ex-groupie.
Unexpectedly bonding with the kids,
Blade must choose between a
‘family’ he didn’t bargain for and his

long-held dream of a stadium-tour
reunion. The Thing on the Doorstep,
to be directed by Stuart Gordon
(Stuck, Edmond, Re-Animator, From
Beyond) and based on the novel by
H.P. Lovecraft, follows the
harrowing path of a psychologist
known for his genius in ‘mind and
body experiences’, focusing on his
dealings with a patient who seems to
be stuck in an ‘out-of-body’
experience involving an ancient
curse that eventually possesses his
own body. 
Firestone noted, “Partnering with
Etchie Stroh will be exhilarating
because we share a sensibility about
the business of film: that, first and
foremost, it should be fun – as well as
profitable. We also bring
complementary experiences and
assets to the partnership, and we are
equally progressive and
internationally minded in our
approach.” Stroh concurs, stating:
“Business should be our pleasure. We
have both been involved in the film
production, sales and distribution
fields long enough to be very
selective,” adding that Prestige will
“present a range of films in various
genres and budget ranges that will
consistently offer high quality and
production value, alongside first-rate
storytelling.”

Maximizing Experience & Resource
Firestone & Stroh Establish Prestige

Etchie” Stroh Jay Firestone

Filmon Adds Granada Content
To Super Mall Portal 

Alki David 
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Philippe Mora, maverick Filmmaker
with 30-plus films to his credit, is
completing postproduction on his
auteur interpretation of Gertrude
Stein, the legendary American writer
and iconic lesbian. The film is invited
and will premiere at Estepona
International Fantasy Film Festival in
Spain in September. Shot over three
years in Los Angeles, Spain, Czech
Republic, France, UK and Mexico,
the film traces Stein’s fantasy
adventures in 20th century history
with partner Alice B. Toklas. The cast
includes Hoyt Richards, Rena Riffel,
Jonathan Ball and the late Marcel
Marceau. Mora says: “Frankly, most
movies are so excruciatingly
sanctimonious, boring and formulaic
in recent years. We have tried to make
something amusing and unashamedly
innovative with heart, about an
extraordinary person.”
Simultaneously Mora is also prepping
his 3D film Dali, the biopic that
covers the triumphs, tragedies and
scandals of the surrealist genius.
Mora’s collaborators on the feature

film include Dali intimate and Beatles
photographer Bob Whitaker,
flamenco superstar Rafael Amargo,
cinematographer Carlos Gonzalez,
and Spanish writer and talent
manager Carlos Mundy. A worldwide
casting search is underway for Who’s
Who characters including Picasso,
Bunuel, Alfred Hitchcock, Walt
Disney, and Warhol. Dali will be
produced in Spain, London, Paris and

Australia. With Gertrude Stein and
Dali, Philippe Mora is returning to his
roots as a writer-director of original
approaches to serious subjects such as
his award winning and nominated
films Swastika and Brother Can you
Spare a Dime. Swastika, produced by
Sandy Lieberson and David Puttnam,
and based on Mora’s discovery with
Lutz Becker of Eva Braun’s 16MM
home movies, was the Official UK

entry at Cannes in 1973. The film
caused such an uproar that it was the
first screening in Cannes history
which had to be interrupted while the
audience was calmed down.
Mora says: “The commercial
pressures of the film business are
grinding down the creative forces to
the point where films are no longer
commercial because they are so
vapid or asinine. Some of us are
trying to put some life back into it
however we can. Film is only a
hundred years old and there are great,
successful films yet to be made if we
don’t lose our freedom of
expression.”
In recent years, Mora has also
broken into the international press
as a journalist and regularly
contributes to the Sydney Morning
Herald and others (his scoop article
on FBI files and Marilyn Monroe
hit the Drudgereport). With a
background rich in the arts, a recent
Australian exhibition about Mora’s
family and its arts circle received
12,000 visitors.

Gertrude Stein To Premiere At Estepona
International Festival September 2008

Milarepa, directed by Neten
Chokling, is one of the growing
number of films dedicated to
Buddhist themed Cinema.
Available from LongTale and
screening at Cannes, Milapera is a
film with a message more
pertinent than ever. The current
problems in the region of Tibet are
the eruption of a long ongoing
battle for the preservation of a
culture and its people. In unison
with Tibet one thinks of the Dali
Lama and his mission of spreading
the preservation of the Tibetan
culture and the Buddhism
philosophy. Rooted in simple
logical thinking, like most
philosophies, the Tibetan
philosophy that is Buddhism
attempts to frame the complexities
of human existence in a way that
reassures us that there is, in fact,
some underlying order to the
Universe. In the complex world
we currently live in, it’s not
surprising that on a global basis
this philosophy is taking hold, and
intertwined with it is the
preservation of a race of people

whose fundamental existence is
underlined by this teaching. Greg
Kruglak, Executive Producer of
Milarepa, is also the co-founder of
the non-profit Conservancy for
Tibetan Art & Culture, and
chairman of The Bridge Fund, one
of the largest non-governmental
organizations working on the
Tibetan plateau. The Conservancy,
together with the International
Buddhist Film Festival, is creating
The Buddhist Film Fund, a
development-stage capital group
dedicated to supporting Buddhist
themed cinema. Greg Kruglak
said, “I became aware of Neten
Chokling, the filmmaker making
Milapera, and came of board to
assist in the business side, to help
complete the film’s funding, but I
became more involved in every
aspect and the project took on a
life of its own that was not
anticipated. It has been a very
interesting journey and a steep
learning curve in the film world.” 
Kruglak has been involved in
Tibetan Buddhism for over 20
years helping the Tibetans to

preserve their culture. The
Conservancy, together with the
International Buddhist Film
Festival, is working with directors
to create funds to encourage more
filmmakers to make more films
about the Tibetan experience.
Greg Kruglak added:
“Filmmaking is one of the best
ways to preserve cultural identity,
particularly now as technology
makes it relatively inexpensive to
make a video and distribute it
through, say, youtube. I met Omar
about two years ago, and liked
him, and Ava B has been
wonderful, looking after the film
and nursing it towards its ongoing
success.
Of Milarepa the London Guardian
newspaper said: “A must-see for
anyone concerned about the
patterns of violence and
retribution consuming today’s
world. Milarepa the movie depicts
the humble beginnings of the man
who was to become Tibet's
greatest saint. A true story based
on centuries-old oral traditions, a
youthful Milarepa is propelled

into a world of sorrow and
betrayal after his father's sudden
death. Destitute and hopeless, he
sets out to learn black magic and
exact revenge on his enemies,
encountering magicians, demons,
an enigmatic teacher and
unexpected mystical power along
the way. But it is in confrontation
with the consequences of his anger
that he learns the most.
Photographed in the Lahaul-Spiti
region of Northern India, the film
offers a provocative parallel to the
cycle of violence and retribution
we see consuming today's world. § 

Milarepa Leads The Way To Buddhist Themed Cinema

Neten Chokling

TheGertrude Poster - part of  a collection of paintings 
by Philippe Mora which exhibits at England &Co 

art gallery London September 2008
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Hannibal Films  headed by Ricard
Rionda Del Castro is handling
worldwide sales on Giallo to star
Academy Award Winner Adrien
Brody, Emmanuelle Seigner, and
Elsa Pataky. Thriller Giallo will be
directed by Italian master Dario
Argento (Deep Red, Suspiria).
Giallo centers on an American flight

attendant who teams up with an
Italian investigator to search for her
missing sister who has been
abducted by a serial killer known
only as Yellow. Gaillo will be
produced by Rafael Primorac and
Richard Rionda Del Castro, from a
screenplay by Jim Agnew and Sean
Keller. The film is set to go into
production in Torino, Italy on May
12, 2008, with post-production in
Los Angeles, for delivery in January
2009.  Brody, known for his
Academy Award Winning
performance in Roman Polanski's
The Pianist, starred most recently in
The Darjeeling Limited and
Hollywoodland. Seigner recently
starred in The Diving Bell and The
Butterfly and La Vie en Rose. Pataky
made her American film debut in a

supporting role in Snakes On A
Plane and co-stars in Mancora,
which recently premiered at this
year’s Sundance Film Festival.
Dario Argento's Deep Red, Suspiria,
and The Bird with the Crystal
Plumage are among the most well
known films in the Italian subgenre
known as giallo films. Primorac
notes that Giallo began as an homage
to giallo films. Actors are eager to
work with Argento who has a
reputation as a cutting edge, cult
director with great visual style. 
Legal Counsel for producers are
Donald Barton, Esq. and John Hicks.
Adrien Brody is repped by Jere
Douglass of Red Hawk
Management. Emmanuelle Seigner
is repped by The Gersh Agency and
Untitled Entertainment. 

Argento Directs Adrien Brody In Gaillo 

EastWest Filmdistribution has
acquired the worldwide rights to A
Hero’s Welcome (Original title Nacht
vor Augen) and has two market
screenings during Cannes 2008. The
film is a collaboration between two
women – the writer, Johanna
Stuttmann, who was inspired by the
life-changing experiences of one of
her friends, and director, Brigitte
Maria Bertelethe. Steve Walsh of
EastWest Filmdistribution said, “A
Hero’s Welcome is a wonderful
movie with enormous relevance

today. We live in a prosperous,
comfortable world in the West and
most of us don’t want to know about
the conflicts that soldiers face. The
movie is set in Germany, but it could
equally well be set in the US, Canada,
UK, or Italy. I saw it at the Berlinale
Forum where a full house stood up
and applauded for several minutes.
It’s a must-see movie, beautifully
acted and directed.” A Hero’s
Welcome is the story of a young
soldier returning from service with
NATO troops in Afghanistan who is

welcomed as a hero by his family and
given a medal by the army, but even
though he is now a civilian, he is
unable to leave his experiences in
Afghanistan behind him. A Hero’s
Welcome is a film about a returning
soldier’s reinsertion into civilian
society. Seemingly unscathed by his
experiences he harbours a terrible
secret, which almost drives him over
the edge to suicide or madness. The
screenplay won the Baden-
Württemberg MFG best screenplay
prize in 2007.

Two recent Loyola Marymount
School of Film & Television
graduates join Dean Teri Schwartz
at Cannes as part of the school’s
Transition After Graduation
program (TAG). Accompanying
Dean Schwartz are Hung Nguyen
and Dane Lillegard. During his year
in the TAG program, Nguyen is
working with Ben Cotner, director
of acquisitions and co-productions
of Paramount Vantage. Lillegard has
as mentors Academy Award
winning producer Mark Johnson,
whose long list of credits includes
the franchise The Chronicles of
Narnia, as well as Lucas Foster, the
force behind the hit, Mr. & Mrs.
Smith. With the support of Sony
Pictures Television President Steve
Mosko, the SPE-backed TAG
program is an entirely unique
initiative that provides a one-year
program in professional
development designed to help
graduates navigate the entire
landscape of the entertainment
business. The seven budding
professionals, called SONY
FELLOWS, from SFTV’s
Production (film & TV), Animation,
Recording Arts, and Screenwriting
programs, are mentored by some of
the industry’s top talent.
TAG is a hands-on program
enabling the SONY FELLOWS to
get the kind of access and exposure
that typically takes years for
entertainment industry professionals
to experience. Along with the
industry mentoring aspect of the
program, participants gain access to
major film markets, are introduced
to agents and managers, travel to
major film festivals such as Berlin,
Cannes, Palm Springs, the AFM,
South by Southwest and Sundance,
explore new marketing
opportunities, and begin
implementing an outlined path for
their career objectives.

Marymount
Graduates 
In Cannes

A Hero’s Welcome

EastWest Screens Nacht vor Augen

Teri Schwartz

Richard Rionda Del Castro
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Los Angeles based LongTale
International has the worldwide
distribution rights to Prince of the
Himalayas, directed by Sherwood
Hu, and Milarepa: Magician,
Murderer, Saint, directed by Neten
Chokling.
Longtale recently brought on board
Lars Bjorck as VP of International
Sales, and Ava B. as VP of
Acquisitions. Prince of the
Himalayas has been selected for
screening as the gala opening of the
3rd Monaco Charity Film Festival
on May 14, hosted by the Grimaldi
royal family. “This is a brilliant
choice for the Monaco Festival. It’s

a cultural milestone. Picture
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, gorgeously
filmed in Tibet at 16,000 feet with
an all-Tibetan cast, starring the
Chinese equivalent of a TV Idol
winner, and you have Prince of the
Himalayas,” says LongTale’s
Managing Director, Omar
Kaczmarczyk. “It’s Hamlet as
you’ve never seen it before.” 
Milarepa: Magician, Murderer,
Saint, was the first production Ava
B. brought to the LongTale lineup.
“I am looking for completed
productions by great new talents
seeking distribution throughout the
world,” says Ava B. “LongTale has

created a distribution model for
my producers that accesses new
avenues of delivery and revenue
all over the globe. We are
interested in any subjects, any
genres.”  
In the international arena,
LongTale has taken a new
approach in the distribution of its
slate of films. “Unlike other sales
representatives, LongTale is the
international asset manager of our
producers’ intellectual property.
Each producer’s creation becomes
a perpetual wealth-builder,” says
Omar Kaczmarczyk. LongTale is
based in the Riviera.

LongTale On The Road To Tibet

Beta Film is coproducing and
distributing a new TV movie about
the life of the actress Romy
Schneider, it was announced at
MIPTV in April. The movie is
expected to shoot in the fall of
2008, and be ready for distribution
in 2009. German actress Jessica
Schwarz who achieved
international recognition through
Tom Tykwer's Perfume is
scheduled to play the lead role.
Schwartz was awarded the
Bavarian Film Award for Off Beat

and nominated for the German
Film Award in Gold. The project
will be directed by Torsten C.
Fischer and scripted by Benedikt
Roeskau and   produced by
Phoenix Film for Germany’s
public broadcaster SWR (ARD) in
coproduction with WDR, ORF,
and Beta Film. Rights to the
legendary "Sissi" films with Romy
Schneider and Karlheinz Boehm,
which have been sold in 125
countries around the world, are
available through Beta Film.

Jessica Schwarz 
To Play Romy Schneider

Nu Image Inc./Millennium Films
expanding on the company’s
prodcution capability broke
ground on their new studio in
Shreveport, Louisiana in April
2008. Construction will begin with
6.7 acres and eventually expand to
a 20-acre full service studio,
complete with three sound stages,
production offices, a mill, and a
prop house. Once completed, the
Shreveport studio will
accommodate three to six
productions at any given time and
employ 100 to 500 production
personnel. 
Nu Image/Millennium Films’
President of Production, Boaz
Davidson said, “Louisiana has
always been a good place to shoot

films.  We are looking forward to
continued success in Shreveport;
the state tax incentives make it
quite inviting for filmmakers. As
we continue to build our studio we
expect the skilled local workforce
to increase, more production
resources to become available, and
the number of films to increase.
Everyone wins: the local economy,
the people and the studios.”
Shreveport Mayor Cedric B.
Glover added: “I am ecstatic about
this innovative public-private
partnership and commend my
council members for seeing the
value of this project and
supporting it. In the months and
years to come we will watch as this
venture revitalizes one of the

historic neighborhoods of this city.
I applaud Nu Image/ Millennium
Films for the decision to make
Shreveport home, and for having
the vision to take the lead and
invest in the growth and future of
this area's film industry and
infrastructure.” 
Shreveport was the home of Nu
Image/ Millennium Films
productions of the Jessica Simpson
films Blonde Ambition and Major
Movie Star; Mad Money starring
Diane Keaton, Queen Latifah and
Katie Holmes; My Mom’s New
Boyfriend with Meg Ryan,
Antonio Banderas and Colin
Hanks; and Cleaner starring
Samuel L. Jackson, Ed Harris and
Eva Mendez. 

Nu Image Millennium Consolidates 
& Cements Shreveport Connection

Jessica Schwarz
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Toronto based Cinesavvy Inc. headed by Managing
Director Abhi Rastogi attends its first Cannes,
screening the completed Phantom Punch starring
Ving Rhames, which buyers viewed a show reel of at
Berlin. Just prior to Cannes the company announced
that the second project from its three picture deal
with Access Motion Pictures, on which it is handling
worldwide sales, is Frankie & Alice to star Academy
Award® winner Halle Berry who will also produce.
Frankie and Alice is based on a true story of
psychological turmoil. Produced by Access Motion
Pictures, in association with Reality Pictures in
Motion, Frankie and Alice follows a young black
woman struggling with multiple personality
disorder, torn between who she is and the racist
Caucasian alter-personality that preys upon her
mind. This thrilling race for identity is a complex
and disturbing whirlwind journey into the human
psyche. Producer Hassain Zaidi of Access 

Motion Pictures says,
“Starring the
tremendously talented
Halle Berry in Frankie
and Alice continues the
momentum we created
with Phantom Punch. It
is exactly the kind of
project we want to bring
to the screen, riveting
and ingenious.” Abhi Rastogi commented: “Our aim
is to stretch our creative capacity, so that we are
constantly putting out different genres of captivating
films with a real focus on developing up and coming
talent.” Frankie and Alice is the second independent
production for Toronto based Access Motion
Pictures who have recently completed Phantom
Punch which teams Golden Globe® winner Ving
Rhames with director Robert Townsend to bring the
late boxing champ Sonny Liston’s turbulent life to
the silver screen. The company’s production mantra
is to uncover and showcase compelling stories for a
worldwide audience. Recently established
Cinesavvy is aiming to take its place in the
international market place as a fresh and innovative
commercial company, specializing in sale,
distribution and financing of motion pictures for the
worldwide market. 
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Christian Mercuri, President of International Sales
and Distribution at Nu Image International, is
increasingly taking on a more visible role as he
works with mentor Danny Dimbort in the
distribution of the First Look catalogue and Nu
Images/Millennium slate.
When Mercuri was appointed to the position in the
fall of 2007, Danny Dimbort said, “I am really
proud of Christian. He is tireless, sharp and well
respected in the international marketplace. He will
continue to drive the growth of our company.”
Mercuri joined Nu Image in 2002 and gained
experience in operations and production. He later
took on new challenges in the international sales
department, where he excelled and was promoted
to Vice President of International Sales.
According to Nu image Principal, Avi Lerner,
"Christian has tremendous potential to make his
mark in this business. He has been taught
personally by my partner Danny, who is the best in
the business." A graduate of La Salle University in
Pennsylvania, Mercuri was raised in Bucks
County, a suburb of Philadelphia.

Christian Mercuri

EXECUTIVE PROFILE Christian Mercuri

Abhi Romasgi Halle Berry
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The Women’s International Film and Television
Showcase a new showcase recognizing the talents
of women in film and television, will take place
December 4 – 7, 2008, at the Pacific Design
Center in West Hollywood. Bradley Burlingame,
President & CEO of the West Hollywood
Marketing and Visitors Bureau, which together
with The City of West Hollywood, has endorsed
the event. Stated Burlingame: “Film and television
are vitally important industries in West Hollywood
and for some time we've been working to find an
event like The WIFTS to bring to our community.
The event will be unique in that it is being held at
the Pacific Design Center and all the amenities –
screenings, restaurants, parking – are in one
location, unlike other such events,” said
Burlingame. The WIFTS vision statement notes
that the event “returns to the basics of early
international film festivals that focused on
independent filmmakers who did not have a forum
to promote their work.” Ona Dawes, The WIFTS
Advisory Committee, stated: “Some wonderful
women filmmakers have entertained us and made
our lives more interesting but have gone
unnoticed. Like beautiful flowers that adorn our
dinner parties, we love to look at them and admire
them for a minute but then they are forgotten. This
is why The WIFTS will honor those women who
have done amazing work and should be
recognized.” A seminar entitled Crashing Through
the Glass Ceiling: Judged on Creativity not
Gender will discuss the difficulties faced by
women entering the film and television industry
and how they can establish themselves in the
industry. Panelists will include women executives
from major studios, distribution companies,
producers and directors. Novelist and playwright
Rebecca Redshaw, whose film industry career has
encompassed the restoration and preservation of
hundreds of films for such major studios as Sony
and 20th Century Fox, will co-ordinate and
conduct the seminars at The WIFTS. 
A new concept award, The Visionary Award, will
be presented to “a woman whose talent has
exhibited a new approach to filmmaking, acting,
or the entertainment business world.” The award
is being designed by renowned French
glassblower, Jean Claude Novaro, whose work is
displayed in museums and galleries in New York,

Chicago, St. Louis, Phoenix, Seattle, San Diego,
and Las Vegas. “The person receiving the
Visionary Award will be one who has developed
new techniques, new concepts and new ideas in an
innovative approach to filmmaking, whether
technical achievement, the business environment
or communications,” said Co-Founders Craig
Prater, formerly creative director of
thePalmSprings International Film Festival and
the Bangkok International Film Festival, and
Elspeth Tavares,  award winning journalist and
publisher and editor in chief of the film industry
trade paper, The Business of Film. They added:
“Women are not recognized enough in our
industry or given the opportunities that their male
counterparts receive. In addition to the Visionary
Award, honorary awards will be presented to
women who have a great body of work behind
them but who have thus far not been recognized.
The WIFTS will help to build a future for our
honorees every year. We believe that now is a
good time to provide a showcase of the best of
what women filmmakers are achieving
worldwide. The event is timed to coincide with the
glamour of the Academy Awards season to
provide added exposure for the films, the event
and the sponsors.”  Elspeth Tavares added: “Brad
and I discussed the possibility of West Hollywood
having a film event for quite a few years, then
Craig and I got together and The Women’s
International Film & Television Showcase was
born. Historically in the film and television
industry women had not been celebrated enough,
but during the last quarter of the first decade of the
21st century women have really begun to come
into their own. The WIFTS will celebrate that.
There are so many terrific accomplished women
filmmakers worldwide, and our event will
specifically bring work by women to the attention
of the public. The WIFTS is about the collective
and the individual.  Many events in any sector
draw from the same talent pool and repeat the
same names, so there is never an opportunity for
new equally accomplished women to receive
recognition so they too can go forth. The WIFTS
objectives challenge that norm, and will find fresh
faces to award. I was very fortunate to meet Ona
Dawes, a former accomplished filmmaker now
equally accomplished businesswoman, who

recognized The WIFTS concept immediately, and
came on board as our Committee chair. Ona has
enormous energy and vision, and has added much
to our efforts in getting The WIFTS off the
ground, something for which Craig and I are
enormously grateful. Her enthusiasm for the
project was such that her company has sponsored
one of the named awards, The Ona Dawes
Preeminent Breakout Actress Award, which will
be presented to the most promising new actress of
the 2008 showcase. We have some exciting fresh
ideas and approaches to the event, one of which is
to support individual little known charities, and
more importantly, will ensure that the donation
given is utilized as intended, and to that end we
will actually film (student filmmaker) the progress
of the charities. I believe it’s important, when you
give financial aid, to know where the contribution
has gone. That is also why we have chosen
specific little known charities run by people who
genuinely want to make a difference and the
donation from The WIFTS will help them achieve
ttheir aims” Awards, some honorary, include those
for best film, best director, best cinematography,
and best screenplay, as well as career and lifetime
achievement. Recipients will be selected by a jury
comprised of established film executives and
celebrities. The Showcase will support three
charities: the Malibu Adult and Young Adult
Activity Center for the Disabled, Bykids, and
D.A.W.G.S., an animal care sanctuary. 
The Women’s International Film & Television
Showcase will focus on the work of women
producers, directors and cinematographers from
around the world. It will open with a world
premiere on December 4th and close with an
awards ceremony and premiere on Sunday,
December 7th. A total of 16 films will have their
world premieres during The WIFTS at the Pacific
Design Center’s Silver Screen Theater.
Programmers for the showcase include Fred
Linch, formerly a president of the Palm Springs
International Film Festival; Hannah Fisher,
aprogrammer for such festivals as Toronto,
Bangkok, and Dubai; Dr. David Kaminsky, who
has specialized as a film festival programmer for
Italian and Brazilian films; and Dr. Matthew
Sloan, an advisor to several international festivals. 

The WIFTS Showcase Of Films By Women 
Debuts In West Hollywood December 2008

Elspeth Tavares Craig Prater Ona Dawes PDC home of The WIFTS 2008
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THE BUSINESS OF FILM: I think it’s fair to
say the industry at large is somewhat curious
as to why Nu Image acquired First Look, since
the two companies have completely different
business and management cultures. The
contrast in the office space alone speaks
volumes in that these offices in Century City
reflect a very corporate Wall Street mentality
and the Nu Image offices have always reflected
the aura of a hands-on work environment. In
your current position how do you juxtapose
those two different models, because in reality
the perception of how the film industry is run
is this contrast between the perception of how
a major company and an independent operates.
As the CEO of these two vastly different
business cultures, how have the first eighteen
months been? 

TREVOR SHORT: I think it’s important to go
back in our history to see where the company
is now and how we arrived here. First Look
approached us to acquire Nu Image around
about December of 2006. Henry Winterstern
was running First Look at that point, and
wanted to buy either the whole of Nu Image,
Nu Images’ library or some part of Nu Image,
and put the companies together. Without
speaking for Henry, from his point of view, he
was on a track whereby he’d already made a
number of acquisitions for First Look –
Overseas Film Group, Capitol Entertainment,
DEJ, and Ventura Video. He’d been compiling
a portfolio of companies involved in
essentially domestic distribution and domestic
assets. Nu Image was his next big step. It
would have been the largest acquisition, not
simply acquiring a library but a fully
operational, very large production operation.
He put that forward to his financiers, and one
way or another, it didn’t work; there wasn’t the

wherewithal for them to consummate that deal,
and they couldn’t close it. So the deal was off,
and they weren’t in a position to acquire Nu
Image at that point. During that process, we at
Nu Image – Danny, Avi and I – had become
excited about the prospect of the vision, the
theory, that these companies being together is
not a bad idea. Since First Look was not in a
position to buy us, we looked at what the other
options were, and very, very quickly thereafter,
did a deal that resulted in us acquiring
effective control over First Look, but it was not
a merger of the companies at that point. Nu
Image remained a unique entity, and Nu Image,
in partnership with Henry Winterstern, via a
holding company called First Look Holdings,
acquired a controlling interest in First Look
Studios. All that activity took us to the end of
March 2007. Somewhere around the first of
April, I arrived at these First Look offices and
at that point took control over the running of
the company. And, yes, it’s been a rollercoaster
since then, of trying to get First Look to a point
that we understand the business, getting it
cohesive in many respects, because it was an
assembly of different companies, different
libraries, different business cultures,
assembled together but with very little effort
put into implementing and rationalizing the

Avi Lerner

Danny Dimbort

Trevor Short

Eighteen months ago the film industry was fuelled with speculation that First Look
Studios, the rapidly evolving domestic distribution company which had acquired several
companies in quick succession and expanded exponentially, was to acquire Nu Image,
the prolific independent production and distribution company run by the
entrepreneurial triumvirate of Avi Lerner, Danny Dimbort, and Trevor Short. In what
was a spectacular reversal, Nu Image acquired control of First Look Studios. First Look
Holdings, a partnership between Nu Image, and Henry Winterstern is the entity that
now controls First Look Studios. In an exclusive interview Trevor Short, Chief Executive
Officer of First Look Studios, talked to Elspeth Tavares at First Look’s Century City
offices, about the complexity of the distinctly different business, financial and culture
models, making tough decisions, and the stimulating fun associated with cementing the
objectives of the Nu First Look.

Blending Two Distinctly Different 
Business & Financial Cultures

getting it cohesive
in many respects because 

it was an assembly
of different companies 

different libraries 
different business cultures
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assets and making it into one business. It was,
in many respects, a collection of separate
businesses that hadn’t been put together.

TBOF: From a fiscal point of view, that
must have been an enormous challenge. What
do you mean that you needed to get to the point
where you understood the business First Look
was ‘in’?

TS: Nu Image had to understand the
domestic business. We’ve never been in
domestic distribution. Looking to why this
kind of relationship between the companies
was attractive – I think Nu Image, on its own,
had the frustration of being an independent
producer, and having to go to the big studios to
sell product in America where you don’t have
the wherewithal to go to the public to release
your product, or the vast number of distributors
in foreign that you can negotiate and bargain
with. In America, an independent company like
Nu Image, which produces a consistent number
of movies over a year, is on bended knee at the
studio’s table, begging them to take product.
That’s not a great position to be in. Over the
last ten years at Nu Image, we’ve come to the
brink of going into domestic video distribution
at some point or another, almost every year. We
never got there. We always said, ‘No, we don’t
know that business.’ But we’d certainly
considered it over and over again to give Nu
Image some control over the destiny of our
product in the domestic market. Then this
opportunity came up, first with First Look
trying to buy us and eventually with us
acquiring control. So, here we are – we’ve got
it! We’re in the domestic video distribution
business.  Now let’s figure out how it works.
TBOF: Wasn’t that a quantum leap, bearing
in mind you knew nothing about domestic
distribution and also with such a complex array
of companies? 

TS: It was. It was quite frightening in
reality. I walked in here in April and began to
(a) learn the business and (b) start changing the
business as I was learning it, which is a high-
risk approach, I admit, to doing things.

TBOF: But you had no other choice.
Trevor: We had no other choice. Some of the
measures were simple. First Look had an
international sales organization, and we’ve
always regarded Nu Image as being probably
the best in the business at international sales.
So we closed down First Look’s international
sales, and Danny Dimbort, took over selling
the First Look product through Nu Image as
their agent, and we’ve done very well with
that. That was an easy, initial step to take. First
Look was staffed up to handle theatrical
releases and had done some very, very eclectic

types of releases and had a fairly expensive
theatrical operation. Our approach was – we
don’t understand the art house market at all, so
we folded it down to a bare minimum, where
we have the ability to release movies but the
costs are dramatically cut. Across the rest of
the company, we started looking at the cost
areas initially – how do we save costs, get it
down to a much leaner and smoother operation.

The necessity of cutting staff is always painful
and traumatic.  Prior to our taking control there
were about 140 staff and we brought that down
as low as about 75 in total and have since
brought the number back up to over 80 staff.
Over the last eighteen months we have gone
through a lot of changes – new people coming
in, other people leaving, and we trimmed down
the operation. I think the smartest move that I
made in running this business was hiring Dean
Wilson out of Blockbuster who understands the
video business to come and take over as the
Chief Operating Officer. My philosophy is: If
you’re trying to run a business you don’t
understand, get someone who does know
what’s going on, and Dean has done an
amazing job with First Look. It’s a totally
different animal than it was before, in how it
determines the task of maximizing the
potential, what kind of product we’re buying,
what we’re prepared to pay for it, how we sell
it, and how we approach the market in general.
It’s just a totally, totally different operation.

TBOF: Does First Look have a very strong
position in the domestic marketplace against
the other players in the field? Are you up there
with the majors in terms of the distribution of
the video titles?

TS: We’re not a major. We don’t have the
major theatrical product to put out on video or
in theatrical. The obvious thing we’re looking
for with these two companies is the synergy
between Nu Image as a producer and First
Look as a distributor. In a very practical sense,
First Look is not yet financially in a position to
think about taking on the bigger Nu Image
pictures which are going out theatrically in the
U.S. We don’t have the P&A funding - the $25

to $50 million dollars per movie - necessary to
release it theatrically. But we certainly can
release the straight to video product that Nu
Image creates. As an example, one of the first
of those was a movie called The Contract with
Morgan Freeman and John Cusack which First
Look acquired from Nu Image before we took
over the company. It was released by First
Look after we had taken over the company in
July 2007 and it’s the biggest selling and most
profitable title that First Look’s ever had. It
was very pleasing early evidence of the fact
that we can do movies at Nu Image which,
historically, we would sell to competing
studios and now we can keep it within the
company, make a lot of money, and do really
well with it. That’s the synergy we’ve been
looking for and I think that’s what’s pushing us
higher on that ladder. But certainly there are
graduations of domestic distributors. There are
those that are avowedly theatrical who also do
straight to video as well, but are known in the
business primarily as theatrical companies
including the major studios, Lionsgate and
others.  Then there are video distributors who
aren't really in theatrical releasing business at
all or who do theatrical releases at a minor level.

TBOF: With the changes you made, and with
Dean running the day-to-day operation
combined with the success of the titles First
Look has distributed, where does First Look sit
in that graduation of domestic distributors?  

TS: It’s hard to gauge, but we’re up there.
We’re very proud of our position and where we
are, and I think we’re gaining even more
credibility with the retailers, the people we
supply product to, day by day. We obviously
hope to get to the point where we have the
access to the funding and the product to be able
to do more real theatrical releases, because I
think it’s a complement to the whole business,
and just puts us into that next niche.

TBOF: There have been many companies
over the many years we have discussed the
business, and when you start thinking about
that platform, you’re talking heavy duty
financing. It’s an arena where even the big
boys have played and lost.

TS: Yes, and again, it’s not a difficult arena to
be in and to play in, because there are a number
of people doing it and everybody knows how it
works. It’s a difficult arena to get in the front
door and it’s all about getting that initial
entree.

TBOF: So the reverse takeover deal was Nu
Image’s entrée into the bigger arena where it
now has the mechanism to fully exploit its
revenue stream in North America.

First Look is a totally 
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TS: This was the entrée, and to be
honest, at the time we were doing this deal,
there was a lot of money floating around the
financial markets for P&A and other funding.
There were some big deals being done (United
Artists), and many of those kinds of deals
were being put to bed. Hedge fund money and
private equity were flowing around the
industry, and we certainly had hoped that we
would be able to attract some of that in the
relatively short term after we took over the
company. The reality was the housing crunch.
The credit squeeze happened very quickly and
money disappeared, so whatever prospects
there had been of raising a significant P&A
fund – $250, $300, $500 million – just
disappeared overnight. Thus at the time when
we were looking to get into a business that
uses huge amounts of money very quickly, the
money had dried up. We’re in the process now,
on a slower track, and we’re not disappointed
by that. We’re quite comfortable building the
video business as it stands right now, and
improving that to the point that we’re ready to
go into the theatrical market and have access
to the funds.  And it’ll come.  I think money is
coming back into the economy as a whole,
very slowly and selectively, but it’s coming
back, and I feel that the movie industry is still
one of the attractive propositions for those
kinds of investors. Once they’ve overcome
their sub-prime mortgage losses, they’re still
going to have money to invest and I think this
industry, for whatever reason, remains
relatively attractive.

TBOF: That appears to be the case. Just
recently one of the hedge fund companies was
discussing where they’re putting their money
now, with the so-called recession coming, if
it’s coming and when it’s coming, and to
which degree it may come. They’re putting it
into the entertainment business because that’s
a business where, when there is a recession,
people want to stay home and watch their
movies. 

TS: It’s been one of the truisms around the
world about the entertainment industry, and
it’s wider than just movies, that in bad
economic times, entertainment does well.
People need to get out and be entertained for a
little while. It’s not expensive, it’s not a
capital investment, to go to the movies or buy
a DVD. DVD was very popular over this past
Christmas as a gift, because it’s relatively
cheap. It’s trendy, it’s easy, and it’s not
divesting the family jewels.

TBOF: People in the business who know
you respect you for your shrewd approach to
the industry. Your perspective has always been
solid. You have not gone Hollywood.

However, has your perspective of what you’re
doing on a daily basis changed because you’re
in this magnificent corner office – which is
very ‘important’ in Hollywood – as opposed to
when you’re sitting in your office in Nu
Image, which is a quarter of the size and not as
plush? There has to be some psychological
change.

TS: There is, and it happens somewhere in
proximity to Doheny and Olympic.
(laughter) 

TS: I come into First Look’s offices typically
in the mornings and spend the first part of the
day here, and then try to get over to Nu Image
in the afternoon. The cultures of the two
companies right now are very different. First
Look is in these elaborate, beautiful premises,
Nu Image is in a little building on Wilshire,
and the two cultures are just totally different.
They are different businesses.  One is in
production, one’s in distribution. The people
are very different, and the whole ethos and
feel of each place is just completely different.
So, to some degree at least, I have to change
personalities between Century City and
Wilshire, which I do sometimes once a day,
sometimes twice a day. Actually it’s quite fun
– it keeps me on my toes.

TBOF: It would seem that it is going to be
necessary at some point to have the two
companies housed in one place - no? Watching
Nu Image grow, but still maintaining a family
feel, I suspect that it’s going to be very
difficult to blend those two cultures of
‘people’
Trevor: It’s absolutely essential for everyone
to be housed under the same roof. We should
have done that at an earlier point, and we
certainly intended doing it as early as possible,
but we came into very specific logistical
problems. First Look had only just moved into
the new building, 2000 Avenue of the Stars,
which is the new prime entertainment centre in
the city of Los Angeles now, a month or so
before we took it over. They have a ten-year
lease and they spent a great deal of money on
the premises themselves. The lease, from a Nu

Image perspective, was incredibly expensive.
So the first thing we did was go out and look
for alternative premises because while Nu
Image might be able to squeeze into the space
with First Look, it would be a squeeze, and
clearly there’s no space at Nu Image for this to
happen so we were looking for new premises
that we could move both companies into, and
it became a really complex legal and logistical
issue, figuring out and finding someone to
take over the First Look space. That requires
landlord’s approval and all sorts of other
approvals, not to mention finding another
suitable space and making the deals happen at
the same time. We came to within 20 seconds
of getting that done, but it went away, for lots
of reasons. We’re back to where I think there’s
enough space here at First Look now that
technically Nu Image could move in. It might
still be a bit of a squeeze and we’d have to
make a couple of physical changes to the
building, but they could fit in, and we’re
looking at those options. The lease that First
Look has at 2000 Avenue of the Stars, the
CAA building, is a really, really attractive
lease compared to current letting rate, as it’s
something like 60% of the rental that’s being
charged to other companies. So what looked
and felt very expensive when we got involved
is actually an asset at this point – theoretically
an asset at least. We’ll do it in the second
quarter of 2008 and we’re deciding how we’re
going to rationalize that, but it clearly doesn’t
make sense for us to be completely separate on
opposite sides of town.

TBOF: Businesses are not bricks and
mortar, they are people, which brings me to
the question of business culture and
environment. I think, of the people who are in
Nu Image – and are actually on both the
production side and distribution sides – like a
family.  It’s been a ‘family environment’ for so
long, it would be very difficult for them to
make the transitions to the ‘business culture’
of Century City, which to some degree I am
sure is of concern to Nu image.  People who
work in companies like ‘this business culture’
have a totally different mindset, even though
they are dealing with the same product. People
over at Nu Image (and other independent
companies) look at the product and deal with it
in one way, while the people who work in this
kind of environment look at in a totally
different way. How do you propose to solve
that very real problem?

TS: I think a compromise between the two is
probably what both companies need. A video
distribution company is not a high profile, high
prestige kind of business, so in some respects,
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we don’t need to be in these very, very exclusive
premises at all to conduct business. There are
other video distribution companies who do what
we do and are bigger than we are who are
operating out of warehouse space, in various
parts of town. We could very easily do that.
However it’s a fact – we have the premises,
we’re in the building, so we have to use it for
the time being. I think both companies would
benefit from the association. Certainly, the
down and dirty kind of cost-cutting approach of
Nu Image would benefit First Look in some
respects, and similarly a little bit more enhanced
quality profile might work for Nu Image in
some respects. So we’ll put them together, it
will be traumatic to go through the process, but
it will bring an element of fun, in tackling
something we have all not tackled before.

TBOF: As a businessperson, which of the two
cultures do you most enjoy?

TS: That’s an impossible question. They are
very different, and I enjoy both of them, is the
answer. I feel more comfortable in my office at
Nu Image mostly because I can wear what I
please and do as I please. But what’s also very
different for me between the two companies is I
am Chief Executive of First Look Studios.  That
means I don’t do an awful lot. I manage other
people who do things, and that’s been a whole
revelation to me, because the way I operate out
of Nu Image is I do as much as I can do myself.
I don’t have an assistant. I’m in the rough and
tumble of it directly, whereas over here it’s a
non-executive, I’ve got Dean and a lot of other
people who do know what they’re doing, and
I’m talking with them and managing them. So
that’s the trauma. It’s not the culture. It’s this

‘But how do I fix it?  How do I not do it
myself?’ I’ve had to learn – delegation.

TBOF: That’s tough when for the last many
years you have single-handedly done everything
that it now takes 5 people to do. Does that leave
you frustrated?

TS: No, it’s just new. I can’t say it’s frustrating.
I didn’t expect to be learning that kind of skill at
my advanced age at this point, but you know,
that’s the whole thing – you come in, you learn
a new business, learn a new skill. It’s been fun.
This is the stuff I studied in business school and
never got to implement because I was too busy
doing things, and now I’m having to learn how
to manage things rather than do them, and that’s
another part of the contrast, as I said, from one
office to the other. 

TBOF: You must get schizophrenic at some
point during the day.

TS: Oh, no. It’s fun. (laughter)

TBOF: Looking at the business as a whole,
Over the years Nu Image has steadily upped its
profile, built a solid company, acquired assets
such as the studio in Bulgaria that many of the
major companies now utilize, and fought the
issues you thought were erroneous. Has the
unions’ attitude to Nu Image changed now that
the perception is that your control of First Look
puts you in another ballpark? 

TS: In terms of your question on how the
unions feel towards us, I think we are still
completely insignificant to the unions. The
unions deal with the major studios. The vast
majority of their income, their residuals, their
employment, comes out of television and film
out of the major studios. So everybody else,
including us, is pretty much a complete
nonentity as far as the unions are concerned.
They don’t negotiate with us. They negotiate
with the studios and whatever deals they do, we
are forced to accept one way or the other. We’ve
certainly come up from the low budget straight-
to-video stuff to making some fairly major
theatrical titles, but I don’t think that’s even
made a blip for Nu Image, on the radar screen
for the unions.

TBOF: In terms of ‘acceptablity by’
Hollywood, one aspect of your growth was Nu
Image wanted to accomplish getting that
theatrical release that became the blockbuster
success, because in Hollywood that’s
considered ‘getting there’. Do you feel that one
of the films that you’ve put out has
accomplished that? Or do you still have to get
the one that really is the great blockbuster film
to make that difference to the community?
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TS: No, I think we’ve established for people
that we can do theatrical movies. It started
back with 16 Blocks, Wicker Man, Black
Dahlia, now with Rambo, and Mad Money. So
we’ve established the theatrical movies, and
they’re not all consistent. Some of them are
really good, some of them have been much
worse than expected, and that’s the nature of
this business, when you get into theatrical
films. I think people believe we can make
theatrical movies right now. I think they
would probably acknowledge that we are
better at making theatrical action movies than
we’ve proved to be so far at making theatrical
non-action movies. So, yes, I think we’ve
done what we set out to do. We’ve established
ourselves as a solid production company
across the board, and that we can do larger
budget, big star driven, big director driven
movies. So we’ve run the gamut right now.
There’s always an unknown. Previously, when
you’re making low budget action films, you
can talk about making theatrical movies and
nobody believes you. Well, we’ve done it, and
I think we’ve cracked the seal on that, so to
speak. We stepped up to the table and can
make the big pictures. We still have an
independent’s approach. We haven’t, because
we’re making theatrical movies, taken the
studio’s attitude, to throw money around,
we’re still pretty frugal with the way we do
those movies.

TBOF: So, what’s the next step? Are you
building the company up to sell? To be
acquired?

TS: I don’t think we’re building the company
up to sell. We’re building the company up
hopefully to a position where it becomes very
attractive to everybody and then we can decide
if we want to sell or not. We’ve got these two
companies right now. I think the next
benchmark, or landmark, in our corporate
growth will be negotiating the merger of these
two companies, when First Look and Nu
Image/Millennium become one entity. There
are minority shareholders in First Look, there
is a hedge fund, and there are private
shareholders in First Look. We have spent
almost a year kicking the tires of First Look,
getting it right, and deciding if it’s something
that we want to incorporate into our business,
and I’m pretty sure we’re at that point. So over
the next couple of months I think we’ll be
talking to all of the other shareholders in First
Look and seeing if a merger of those two
companies, a real merger, combining the two
operations, can be put together, and I
personally, am really bullish about the
prospects for that. That’s a studio in
everything other than name at that point. That

has all of the capacities of the majors, and
more capacity than some of the minors out
there, in that we have a really viable and fully
fledged production operation, as well as the
basic elements of a distribution operation. The
only thing that restricts First Look as a
distributor is the availability of product, and
you get product one of two ways: you acquire
it from people or you make it yourself.  With
Nu Image being part of this company, in
availability of product, the sky’s the limit.

Other people are making a lot of money off Nu
Image’s product at the moment – including
First Look and other domestic distributors. If
we can combine those together and get it all in-
house, I think the sky’s the limit. I don’t think
there’s anybody at this level, other than, as I
said, the major studios, who has that breadth of
coverage of the business, from low budget
straight-to-video production to major theatrical
production, great international sales, and the
ability to release that product ourselves
domestically in the US. That’s the key.  We’re
not ever going to get into distribution in other
territories.  We’re always going to be licensing
it to people, and that business is what it is. It
comes and goes as economic times change. So
the one area you have left is domestic. It’s the
biggest of all of them as a single item, and the
one where our theory has always been for us to
get money paid to us by a studio for our
product, that studio has to be forecasting to
make at least what they’re paying us times two,
and sometimes times three. So they’ve got to
do so well with our movie to justify them
paying us a small number. We can do really
badly with the movie domestically and still
make more money than that. That was the kind
of very simple logic and arithmetic that we
employed, and I think it is still true.  And we’re
at the point we’re proving it to ourselves at
least at the straight-to-video level.

TBOF: As time has evolved and the
changes are showing a positive outcome in
terms of the decisions taken, is everybody
happy?
Trevor: No, everybody is never always
happy, but I think we’re happy. We haven’t
rushed into this. We may have rushed into
doing the control deal for First Look, but we
certainly haven’t rushed into merging the
companies and putting them together. We’ve
been doing this for a year, and we are now at
the point where we’re talking about that next
phase and getting it done. So we’re very
cautious about this. We know what we don’t
know and that’s an important factor, and
we’re getting to grips with that, and I think
we’re all pretty positive about it.

TBOF: Does a lot of your time now end up
having to work with more of the Wall Street
people, now that you’re in this First Look
position, than you did before, or is it just the
same?

TS: I will be. That’s where were going in
the next phase. I will be doing a lot more of
that, as we merge the companies and then go
to the Street, to try and raise significant
amounts of money, to allow us to get into the
theatrical business and put the companies
together. So I expect I have to buy a suit and
wear a tie and do all those things.

TBOF: No more Hawaiian shirts? I noticed
you are not wearing your signature Hawaiian
shirt!

TS: That’s my daughter trying to change my
image. I expect that’s going to become a part
of our lives going forward, because the
company will be of a size and of a stature
that that kind of thing becomes part of your
life. Have I as a person changed? Have Avi
and Danny changed? No, I don’t sense that
at all. I still feel like I’m in the wrong
building when I walk in here in the
mornings. I don’t feel that I’ve changed a
great deal. I’ve had to learn a bunch of new
aspects. I’ve had to learn some different
skills. And it was really upsetting at the
beginning where I thought, at this stage of
my life, I should know what I’m doing with
what I’m doing. To suddenly come into a
completely new business where you’re a
novice, an apprentice, and you’re learning
from the ground up, it’s actually turned out
to be an interesting challenge and quite
stimulating. I still live at the same house,
when I come to work in the morning, and I
go across town to Nu Image for my reality
dose every afternoon.
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Over the last three years the landscape for
films in both production and distribution
has changed so markedly that the

industry no longer talks about the internet or new
technology, but more about how do we position
our company in this paradigm that, via
technology, is a whole new ballgame and playing
field. There are numerous independent film
companies across the globe, and many of them are
addressing that vast playing field by attempting to
carve out a specialty label, as companies in the
Asian hemisphere are largely turning the coin
back to front and producing films that are
Eurocentric with Asian actors, themes and stories.
One particular brand of content, Animation, has
increasingly found a growing audience among
moviegoers worldwide, in part because it’s no
longer an anomaly. As the box office for
Animation product soars, led by the major studios,
independent companies are finding the ability to
be a source for augmenting the theatrical line-up
of independent international distributors who are
hungry for product that is unavailable to them due
to the majors’ monopoly in many territories. 
Generally speaking, an animation movie takes 2-3
years from concept to the box office, and it’s
mainly in this spectrum of the marketplace that
Fantastic Film led by Barbat and deWysocki have
positioned their company as it and the market
place have evolved. In answer to what extent they
have had to change the basis on which the original
business plan was based, Fred deWysocki said:
“Originally we had contemplated that we could
brand Fantastic Films International as a company.
However as the marketplace and the company
have grown, we have targeted branding with a
different approach, for example our relationshsip
with the Spanish-based animation production
company Dygra Films. The company is an award
winning animation company that has created its
own brand of animation with a great deal of

success in Europe. They brought us on board to
expand their brand, make their pictures more
universal, and to help them break into the US
marketplace. The same is true with our feature,
Agent Crush, in that when we came on board, the
task was to help to improve the positioning of a
unique but regional British project. From our
involvement in reworking the script and business
plan, as well as assisting with the cast and the
financing, we ultimately changed it into a
Hollywood project with international appeal. It’s
much more about building and expanding the
brand accessibility, working with the international
buyers, and making the product even more
profitable if it’s currently profitable or making it
profitable if it’s not. Many people consider
branding for film to only apply to aspects of
merchandising. When we at Fantastic Films
International talk about branding, it’s much more
from a strictly business point of view in the
marketplace. When you go to a shop you look for
a certain brand of a product because you know it
to be unique and reliable, buyers come back time
and time again to buy the branded product. That is
what we are currently doing with our company,
and in doing so, we are helping producers create a
brand of their own so they are known for a certain
type of product. Our question is how can we help
them improve their brands? Many of them have
already started building their own brand, with a
stronghold in their own local marketplace. With
Dyrga and the other producers we are working
with, it’s a case of how to work alongside them,

look at what they are doing well and how to
improve upon that, how to improve the production
value and how to attract more investors and
buyers for their product.”With the global financing market

changing dramatically over the last
three years, the restriction of UK tax

rebates and elimination of most German funding,
Fantastic Films International has found that the
involvement with their stable of producers has
moved from sales agent to include executive
producing and a more active participation with
producers, getting involved in the project as early
as possible.   The overall shift has resulted in the
independents looking more to co-productions and
shifting the product to have more global appeal.
Fred deWysocki continued: “With Agent Crush
originally, when we came on board, the film was
fully funded, then fell apart because the UK
financing fell out. That put us in a position to look
at the project and determine how to help them
restructure the business plan to be more attractive
to equity investors. The project didn’t have any
equity investors the first time around, and after our
involvement, the project was fully financed with
only equity investors. We did a number of things
to accomplish that. We re-worked the script so that
it had more flavor of a Hollywood product,
broadening the audience, and we looked at casting
and brought on bigger names. Concerning the
Dygra product, they were looking to better
compete on a global market against more
competion from Asia and other emerging
countries, with production costs going north as
they improve their production value and move
into digital 3D, the next level of appeal for
audiences worldwide. They also needed to gain
distribution access into the lucrative North
American market. In this instance Fantastic Films
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In 2002 Fantastic Films International entered into the international distribution business and in 2005, they attended the Cannes Film
Festival for the first time. The company set itself up on the basic principles of good business, with a mandate to give fair reporting to
producers, and branding the company in the rooted knowledge that cementing relationships with the buyers was the main ingredient of
success. Three years later, how have they fared? Has the business changed to such an extent as they might have been imagined? Have they
accomplished the goals they set, have those goals changed, and how easy was it to adapt the changes necessary to move the company
forward? The Business of Film talked to Roxane Barbat, President, and Fred deWysocki, Partner, in Fantastic Films International.

Continued on page 16
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International took over production of the
celebrity casting and recording and brought on
Sean Astin, Giovanni Ribisi, Ron Perlman and
Anjelica Huston to provide their voiceover talent
to Spirit of The Forest. Sean Astin is the voice of
Furi the gopher; Emmy nominee, Giovanni
Ribisi (s) voices Furi’s friend, Cebolo Golden
Globe winner, Ron Perlman) provides the voice
of  Carballo the Oak Tree; and Academy Award
winner, Anjelica Huston is the voice of Mrs.
D’Abondo. The project also has behind the
scenes footage, which highlights the film’s
“green”,Save the Forest message and will help
marketing and promotion in the US market.
Getting us involved has brought on board our
expertise in marketing and repositioning, our
strong buyer connections and a reliable
relationship with the major studios in the US
marketplace.” Manolo Gómez President of
Dygra Films commented, “FFI has done a great
job with the A-List celebrity cast for Spirit of the
Forest, the film has clearly improved its
positioning in US and main territories, and we
have experienced an important increase on
prices. I am sure Cannes will be a wonderful
market for FFI and Dygra Films”.The process of producing films from

inception to the marketplace takes time,
and for Animation, it’s that much longer.

The bigger the budget, the more work is needed
to make films, especially Animated films, a
success in the theatrical marketplace, which is
generally the first avenue of distribution.
Fantastic Films strategy is work with the projects
and give them the time they need to maximize a
rounded success, which means the all important
international buyers, an aspect Fantastic Films
had carefully nurtured from the get go. Roxane
Barbat, who is the President and has been at the
forefront of sales as well as involved in many
aspects of production, said: “We have been
fortunate from the beginning to find buyers that
are suitable for the type of genre we are
predominately selling. In each individual market
of the international marketplace, you need to take
the time to brand the product and build the
awareness. Animation is a very specialized niche
product, and it’s pursued by fewer buyers in each
territory. For each new action adventure title we
bring to the markets there is a sizable number of
buyers in each territory. That’s a big demand.
There is also demand for animation but there is a
lot less top end specialized buyers who are able
to release these types of theatrical films within
their particular territory. It takes time.  The
additional challenge is that it is difficult to match
each particular animated feature with the buyer
who will do it the most justice in that territory.

Our relationships with buyers has been to be
acutely aware of their needs. What happens with
many sales agents is that the producers they work
with are trying to follow the trends, and if you
are following a trend, it often means you are
already too late.” With more than 300 independent sales

companies (not including television
companies) and approximately 1800

buyers, the manner in which each sales company
interacts with its ‘core group of buyers’ and the
relationships that are cemented become a key
component in the sales company’s ‘business
model’. Fantastic Films International has stayed
ahead in ‘their business model’ by working with
its ‘core of buyers’ and trying to predict the next
curve.  Fred deWysocki points out that leading
into 2008, due to the writers’ strike and the
impending actors’ strike anticipated in June, the
buyer’s changed their habits and have been
buying much earlier instead of spreading their
‘buy’ throughout the year in their attempt to
avoid the potential of being caught without the
product necessary to fill their pipeline at a
particular moment in their release schedule,
which typically is some six months ahead
depending on which platform they are
distributing at different points throughout the
year. Not so long ago the public taste lent itself to
horror, and there was a trend where many buyers
bought those products only to find that they had
too much horror on their slate. Anticipating
buyer’s and territory’s requirements, instead of
following trends, is an area of expertise that has
helped Fantastic Films to prosper and helped to
build successful relationships with ‘their core
buyers’. Roxane Barbat continued: “Since we
have been in business we have been very picky
about the product we buy across the genres. We
as a company do not bring multiple projects to
the markets. We prefer to bring one or two
interesting films, such as the ones which we are
introducing this Cannes, or theatrical animation
or family films. The buyers who have
consistently bought from us at the markets are
assured that we will work with them and provide
them with the films that make them profitable.
It’s never about the quantity but the quality.”
Fred deWysocki added: “Each sales company in

the marketplace has an identification of the
product they sell with all the buyers. That has
been another aspect of our branding of both the
product and the company. By working with the
product from the production stage we aim to be
more creative, to go beyond the norm, to seek
more unique casting. That is what one needs in
this particular market so that as you grow in your
relationships with the buyers, they rely on the fact
that ‘the product ‘ will set itself apart from other
independent product in the territory that very
often relies on the same ‘cast’ to push sales.
Whilst it may be true that ‘actors’ sell in a
particular territory in order to lift the product
above the pack as it were, it’s necessary to
introduce something different and compelling,
and that is true of all industries, not just the very
intangible product that is film. That is how we
have grown our core of buyers and consolidated
our ‘business’ model.”Fantastic Films International devised a

‘business model’ structure that encourages
transparency in the film industry. The lack

of transparency in the film business has led over
the years to most independent producers at one
stage or another developing their own sales
companies to enable them to control the flow
revenue and maximize the true potential of their
product. That is not just in the chain from
producer to sales company. Nu Image, a well-
established independent, has entered into the US
domestic marketplace via a ‘vehicle’ so that they
could maximize their revenues in respect to the
‘cross collateralizing’ of revenues practiced by
the major studios in the United States. Barbat and
deWysocki, in setting out their objectives to
establish Fantastic Films, were determined that
their path to growth would be a different road.
Roxane Barbat concluded: 
“Producing producer reports is time consuming
and from the beginning we knew the challenge
we were taking on, but I believe it’s one of the
leading factors in driving new product to our
company, and we built that into our business plan.
We handle all our transactions like a ‘business’
designed around supplying good product to our
buyers, also being able to ensure that it is a
profitable business for producers and investors,
so that they are able to go on to the next project.
We view the relationships that we enter into with
the investors, producers, and the buyers as a long-
term business plan. As we all work together, we
can all grow together, improving the productions,
the budgets and the return for both the buyer and
investor. Ultimately the goal is to end up with all
the elements from production through to
distribution in a continuous cycle that reaps
rewards for all concerned.”
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Established in 1996 New Films
International headed by President Nesim
Hason established the American

company in 2003 and emerged on the
international sales and distribution arena and
with a new approach to conducting business in
a space reserved in the majority by the
American independent entrepreneurs, the
largest group among the international sales
companies. The rationale was very America
centric: promote, position and market the
product and the company and engineer it into a
position as a ‘serious player’. There was no
doubt in the minds of the international sales
community that in the fall of 2003, with the
fiscal promotional push behind it, New Films
International, a new entity, had carved a niche in
the arena. Simultaneously to establishing
offices in Los Angeles, Hason introduced a
business model based on a Middle Eastern style
of conducting business. The hypothesis alien to
the American work ethic was to work as family
and reap the rewards of hard work, by achieving
targets engendering growth for all.
Consequently, New Films International in line
with many other small to medium sized
companies experienced the same growth pains
in establishing the exact fit to enable the
company to grow the way Hason wanted it to
grow, and to work in keeping with his
entrepreneurial style, which is to approach all
aspects of the product from a singularly sales
prospective. Since arriving in Los Angeles in
2003 with dreams and aspirations of conducting
business in a different way, of treating people in
the manner of conducting business as he had
grown up in Europe, has it been difficult, has it
worked, or not worked? 

In response to the pointed question, Nesim
Hason says: “Partially it has worked,
partially it has been difficult (laughter), and

partially it has been much easier than I thought.
I have found a new challenge in the production
side of the business. After 28 years of working
in distribution, production has now become the
fun part of my work. I could never have
imagined 28 years ago that I would be working
with American talent and employing them on
my projects. On set we all joke around and they
say ‘you are hiring us and in three weeks you
will let us go”, and one actor says ‘but I hope
you will hire me again’. I am really enjoying
this interaction when I am putting together the
elements to produce a film. This is fun for me.
However, one aspect of production I didn’t
expect to have a problem with when I am
financing 100% of the movies, is that I have to
try to convince the director or line producer or
producer to have a foreign cast. From the
viewpoint as financier of the project, that is very
difficult to understand. They are insisting the
roles can’t be played by a Romanian, or a
Russian actor – it has to be an American. When
I challenge the concept, the answer is ‘they
can’t talk’, meaning they don’t talk with an
American accent. In actuality the foreign cast
are all big box office stars in their own

territories, and have honed the craft of acting.
So sometimes to get them ‘approved’, and to
prove the point with my producing partners, I
have brought the actors over for auditions, with
for example a director. These are actors who in
their own countries are considered stars, who
can generate millions of dollars in revenue, but
at these auditions, they are faced with having to
get ‘approved’ to star in a film where perhaps
they are on screen for five minutes. This is very
strange and incredible to me; these actors are all
big box office draws in Romania, Poland or
Russia. The auditions have naturally created
difficulties with the talent, because I work hard
to convince them to come to America to work in
a movie, in Poland or Romania they command a
high salary because of their status in their own
territory, but in America they are put in this
position, as if they don’t know their craft AND
they earn less money. It’s at the same time
embarrassing and a huge challenge for me, in
trying to make the kinds of product I know will
sell all over the world (he says with amusement
in his voice), and I don’t know yet how I am
going to solve and overcome this.”

America, while not the biggest market,
still drives the worldwide revenue belt.
Consisting of a vast multi-cultural and

diverse population of many ethnic groups, as
much as it embraces the theory that its strength
is in its diversity, in reality a provincial
mentality reverberates at all its societal levels.
The cinema-going audience, except for the
sector that has developed a taste for European or

Independent film sales companies worldwide operate different
business models, regarding how to maximize the revenue streams for
the potential of the product for the buyers. In the case of New Film
International, this means the gamut of producing, and aggressively
acquiring and distributing product worldwide to as many as 48
countries, including Turkey, Romania, Greece,  and Latin America.
Nesim Hason talked to The Business of Film about his strategy to
satisfy the buyers’ need for product and his frustration with the
Hollywood system that makes it difficult to make films for the
marketplace that would be a win-win for European and American
actors.

Nesim Hason 

Attempting To Craft A New Method Of
Producing The Challenge Of Hollywood
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Asian director-driven films, rarely cross
pollinate, and have not acquired a long-term
taste for European, Asian or other films due
largely to ‘lack of familiarity’. 

Nesim Hason says, “Audiences
worldwide, like those in America, in
the main are buying and seeing ‘local’

domestic movies. How many people are going
to see Mexican, German or French movies even
if they are ‘big movies’ in their home territory?
In trying to adapt and make film productions
with a different approach, my thinking is
simple: if we were to cast two big American
stars with two big French stars, that movie
could be very successful in America and also
play well in France. That is what I am aiming to
do, which has not been tried so far to the extent
to which I would like to produce films here in
America. I would like to do it two different
ways. First, produce American movies
localized with European cast. This provides the
opportunity to introduce more European actors,
writers, musicians, and directors to Hollywood,
and if they perform well, gives the   ‘available
pool’ an extension of European talent. On the
other hand I am trying to make American
movies with just a ‘taste’ of European talent.
For example, cast two Romanian people
speaking in Romanian Polish for a scene, in
which the audience will see the interplay and
will at least wonder what is the language. If this
continues to happen over time the audience
could become familiar with the different
cultural languages. For the movie, foreign
actors can make a great difference in their
territory. For example, I made an American film
Living and Dying with American talent and
Turkish actors popular in Turkey, when the film
was released through Warner Bros with 70
prints, it was number 7 at the box-office. The
films 1 to 6 of the Top Ten that week were films
that had budgets ranging from 35million to 150
million, but my 5 million dollar movie was able

to compete and did very good business in that
marketplace. I am also working with my
foreign buyers to understand what they need to
give a film a theatrical release and exploit it on
DVD and television. The foreign local markets
are getting tough, if they don’t have local
content, it’s difficult for them to maximize sales
and get a decent return, whereas if they have a
local cast in the movie, it’s win-win situation –
good for the United States because we can
export more product, and good for the cast
because they are getting known in the American
market. In addition, when I cast two known
Romanian actors in a movie, the promotional
opportunities were quadrupled in the territory
and we had wide print and television coverage,
which helped the movie to get to the number
one position. I would like to produce more
films that perform that way. The way forward is
to make American films with the key elements
I have described.”In line with companies worldwide run by

entrepreneurs, New Films International
over the ensuing four years since its

inception has had a revolving door of
personnel, in part due to the nature of any new
company making its presence in any new town,
but compounded by the fact that it’s
Hollywood, where the pool consists of
experienced executives working in Hollywood
who saw the opportunity that the combination
of fiscal wherewithal and marketing promotion
can accomplish and bright young interns
straight out of college with the credentials and
the desire to work in the ‘manufacturer town of
film’ that is Hollywood, a town made up of a
diverse group of people whose ambitions are
mirrored in the ‘selling’ of themselves as the
product, whether they are the agents, the
director, the producers or the actors. In this
hedonistic atmosphere of self-perpetuation,
creative thinking out of the box is difficult to
cultivate, simply because of the credo and
preservation of the status quo. Individuals from
around the world gravitate to America and
Hollywood (the film capital of the world)
because in terms of achievement, wealth and
success, it’s the Holy Grail, but at its core
Hollywood is a very provincial town. In this
self-gratifying ‘work environment’ something
has to give, and, taking into account the
enormous success and some disappointments
over the last four years, ultimately the real
challenge for New  Films International to
overcome is the irrational attitude of many
within the ‘talent pool’ to not engage in the
making of movies that would benefit audiences
and distributors worldwide, by producing films
with a different approach.  

On the distribution side, New Films
International has output deals and
relationships globally, and sales to the

core territories of Latin America, Turkey,
Greece, Eastern Europe and  including the CIS
and all Russian speaking territories where they
distribute through local distributors. Hason
says: “New Film International is still doing
very well and I am happy, but the process of
working the films in the various territories
continues to be difficult, and if it hard for me it
must also be difficult for my competitors. That
is why finding a solution to making the kinds of
films I know will do well with a foreign cast is
my top priority.” 
In the last 18 months after working with MGM,
the company became the first independent to
have an output deal through MGM in Latin
America for all television rights with New Film
International retaining the theatrical and video
rights. Hason concluded: “Maryann Pasante, at
MGM in Atlanta is doing a wonderful,
wonderful job with the product. I am very
pleased with that deal. I am currently working
on trying to conclude a worldwide video deal,
and an output deal for the Far East with two
other major studios. If I could manage that,
after three years of living on a plane, my life
could be made a little easier.”New Films International purchases the

worldwide rights where possible from
the major independent companies, and

is present at the major markets, buying and
selling for  as many as 48 countries including its
core territories and through its international
offices in Turkey, Cyprus and Romania. Nesim
Hason recently took a page from the book of a
number of other American based independent
companies and housed the operation in its own
premises. In the ‘town’ of Hollywood, where
visual confirmation of success is necessary, in
under four years Nesim Hason has
accomplished that benchmark, visible by the
Aston Martin DB9 that sits in the driveway of
the new premises. Hason’s success lies in his
formidable work ethic, entrepreneurialship
utilizing promotion, and the deep-seated drive
of an individual who lives and breathes his
dream. He may not yet have found the perfect
mix in the day-to-day operation of his American
based company, but his aura of quietude and
that almost constant smile remains: “I have to
be passionate about something to make money
and I have to feel I am doing it right.” No doubt
over the  coming years in the Hollywood
community Nesim Hason will find the solution
to making more movies with a foreign cast
because he firmly believes ‘it’s the right road’
in production, his next new frontier.
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With the dollar at record lows against
most currencies, plus many US
states providing rebates and other

incentives equal to 20, 30 even 40% of your
production spend, not to mention getting some
of the most experienced crews, keys, visual
effects, labs, post houses and other below the
line goods and services at really affordable
prices, most producers around the world should
be looking at shooting their films in the United
States, regardless of the ultimate venue for the
film. And don’t worry about that potential
actors strike!
Despite all the great reasons to come shoot in
the United States, most international producers
are still not flocking to the US.  Could it be the
potential actor strike? Could it be that many
producers are stuck in the old paradigm of
shooting in their local country because of local
incentives, local crews, local language, and
tradition.  
The potential SAG strike (as of the time of the
writing of this article it was still a possibility)
is really a non-issue for independent producers.
SAG has announced that for independent films,
they will enter into an agreement that
essentially says that if they go on strike against
the studios, independent films can keep
shooting.  All you have to do is agree to abide
by whatever the final deal is with the studios
(like you have a choice anyway?  No, you
don’t.  You get stuck with the studio deal
whenever you sign up with the guilds. No
negotiation. So no real loss). As long as your
comfortable with the existing deal the studios
have, you know its not going to change that
much, strike or not, so go for it  More on this
later.
So with the potential strike a non-issue,
International producers need to consider
shooting in the US just as US producers moved
production overseas a few years ago to take
advantage of lower costs and incentives. Back
then, US producers shot wherever in the world
the costs of production and incentives made it
feasible. Today, that place is unquestionably

shooting in the US.  I am not just talking about
shooting your typical English language star
driven film in the US, but I am including
shooting non-English language, non-US star
based films shooting in the US instead of
Europe, Asia, etc!. Crazy?  Not really.  Why
did US producers shoot films in Romania, or S.
Africa, or Morroco, or say Toronto instead of
New York,  when their film could have been
shot in the US?  Because it was cheaper to
shoot elsewhere when costs of production and
incentives were taken into consideration.
Consider this example. If a film would cost 5
million Euros to shoot in say France or
Germany, it may only cost 2 or 3 million Euros
to shoot in the United States, depending upon
which state the shoot takes place. Yes, you
might not get that 15-30% local Euro subsidy,
but when you combine the low dollar and
incentives, you could be looking at a benefit of
closer to 60% or 70% for shooting in the US
instead of only 15-30% shooting in Europe.
Also, if SAG has not settled, actors will not be
working on studio films, so they will be
available for indie films, probably at lower
rates then usual. But, you say, strike or not,
there are still those darn pesky unions to worry
about, right? Well, yes, and no.  One
misconception most indie producers have is
that just because they shoot in the US that all of
a sudden they are subject to SAG, DGA, WGA
etc. Not so.Simply shooting in the United
States does not require that you become a
union film, whether for SAG, DGA, WGA or
other unions. In the US, in general, no union
has the right to force a company to become a
signatory company, but there may be ways to
pressure a company to sign up.  SAG, DGA

and WGA have jurisdiction over their
members, worldwide, not based on where a
film shoots. (A member of the guild who works
for a company that is not signatory to a guild
agreement can be suspended, fined or even
booted out of the union. So most will not work
for you unless you do sign up with the union)
So, if you came to the United States to shoot
and did not need to employ a director who was
DGA or actors who are with SAG, there is no
reason you have to sign up to the guilds. That
said, most of the time you want to use actors
who are members of SAG.  But then, if you
were going to shoot in say Europe and not use
SAG actors, why not do it here in the US the
same way, bring your actors here, and do it
cheaper! (You might have to sign on to some
of the unions for crew, depending upon where
you are shooting, as you may not be able to
get crews that are not union, but that only
causes a slight increase in cost).So what about the situation where you

need SAG, DGA or WGA and have to
become a party to a guild agreement (this

applies whether you are shooting in the US or
elsewhere). By becoming signatory to the guild
agreement, this means that you agree to pay the
talent the required minimum pay rates, pay into
the pension, health and welfare fund
(approximately 13-15% of wages with certain
caps) and to pay residuals.
Residuals are, for theatrical films, a percentage
of revenues that are additional compensation to
the guild members, above and beyond their
daily wage (if you have all three, WGA, DGA
and SAG, you are looking at about 9-10% of
gross income other than from theatrical on
most indie films.) Residuals are not based on
whether the film has made a profit or not
(given that most indie films do not make a
profit, it can really be an insult to injury, as
they say). Many times, residuals can exceed
the wage that was paid to the talent in the first
place. 

many times residuals can 
exceed the wage that was paid to 

the talent in the first place

Greg S. Bernstein

Applying A Strategy
Of Reverse Tactics 
The Benefits Of 
Filming In America
In his annual article for The Business of Film during the Cannes Film Festival Greg.S. Bernstein looks at upcoming pending SAG
strike the reasons why it may not happen and why savvy prodcuers worldwide should take another look at the benefits of filming in
America. 
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Because residuals are so valuable, It is
residuals that have been the sticking
point in negotiations between the

guilds and studios this past year (and other
years), not wages.  The wage increase (about
3%) is always quickly agreed upon. Funny how
most unions strike for better working
conditions, or higher wages, but here actors
and writers are fighting for something more
akin to a life long annuity for working a few
days or weeks on a film (what industry can you
work on something and get paid for it for the
rest of your life!  Does the riveter on a building
get a piece of the rent from that building
forever? No.  How about the architect who
designed it?  Or the designer of a new model of
car?  Could you imagine if you worked the
assembly line on the first Hummer for the
military and got residuals for when it went to a
consumer version, or all those derivative works
like the H2 and H3!  Nope, its unique. ) So
what were the guilds fighting for if they
already have residuals? Well, they wanted a
bigger piece of DVD revenues, a piece of
electronic sales (video on demand, electronic
sellthrough, streaming), a change in the way
DVD residuals were calculated, and, in the
case of the WGA, jurisdiction over writing
shows for the web (and residuals for those
shows). And what did the WGA and DGA get
in terms of increased residuals under their new
contracts? (WGA struck the studios for 3
months, but DGA worked out essentially the
same deal without a strike. The studios have
announced that they intend not to increase
anything for SAG over what they have already
agreed to give the other two guilds.) For the

most part, residuals for showing theatrical
films on TV and for video don’t really change
much.  The unions tried but did not get the
changes on DVD that they wanted. But the
biggest area they fought for, they did get
something. That was in the area of “new
media.”For those that remember my article from

last year, I mentioned the fact that video
under most distribution agreements that

are more than a few years old is defined to
mean videograms (physical units like cassettes
and DVD’s), and would not include electronic
delivery.  The same was true under the various
guild agreements for calculating residuals.
Residuals applied to TV and video (as in
videograms) only. So the guilds were not going
to get residuals on what may eventually be the
biggest revenue stream (electronic
distribution), unless there was a change. (In my
2007 Cannes article I predicted that DVD
would be gone in 5 years or so, depending
upon the timing of certain technological
changes). The studios, of course, want to make
sure that as little as possible is paid for
residuals on these new areas. While the studios
offered residuals on “new media” similar to

what had been done in the 1980’s when video
was new, the guilds felt there were mistakes
made by them in the agreement on video
residuals that they got stuck with for the past
25 years, and did not want to make the same
mistake with new media (video residuals were
calculated on the net to the producer rather
than on the distributor gross). So the deal
worked out with WGA and DGA provides for
percentages of distributor gross receipts from
downloads and on line rental (VOD), as well as
various payments for ad based streaming (think
free TV on the Net), as well as clips or short
snippets from films that are web broadcast,
other than as the promotion for a film (there
were also issues with re-broadcast of network
TV shows on the net, and that was covered as
well, but is a little irrelevant to this article).
But if WGA and DGA worked out a deal, why
is SAG balking?  SAG believes that the rates
and calculations for residuals for new media
that the WGA and DGA got are not good
enough.  Moreover, if what happened with
residuals on video in the 1980 guild deals is a
guide, the deal may become a standard for
future negotiations between the studios and the
guilds.  Given that history, SAG likely believes
that agreeing to something now might lock
them in for the future, and with the recent
WGA strike, maybe now is a good time to push
the envelope since no one wants another strike.
Whether they are right or wrong on that, only
time will tell. Hopefully, by the time this article
is published we will know the conclusion to
this story. But, either way, it’s a great
opportunity for international production in the
United States.
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BUCKLEY NORRIS

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND APPEARING DAILY
AT THE HOTEL DU CAP UNDER THE UMBRELLA!

Would like to congratulate the very talented winners and nominees of the following films!

FILM
• Across The Universe
• American Gangster 
• Atonement
• August Rush 
• Away from Her
• Beaufort 
• The Bourne Ultimatum 
• Charlie Wilson's War
• Eastern Promises 
• The Golden Compass 
• Gone Baby Gone
• Into the Wild
• Juno 
• The Kite Runner 
• Lars And The Real Girl 

• La Vie en Rose
• Michael Clayton
• Mongol
• No Country for Old Men
• Norbit
• Once  
• Pirates Of The Carribean: 

At World's End
• Ratatouille 
• The Savages 
• Sweeney Todd The Demon Barber 

of Fleet Street 
• There Will Be Blood 
• 3:10 To Yuma 
• Transformers  

TO REACH ME IN CANNES:  From The UNITED STATES • Dial 1-310-600-8000  

From EUROPE • Dial 001-310-600-8000  • E-mail:BFNFilm@gmail.com  

And I predict The Best Picture for 2009: 
The Halcyon Company - "Terminator Salvation: The Future Begins"




